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ABSTRACT

Two Excel Spreadsheet files are offered to help calibrate telescope or camera

image scale and orientation with binary stars for any time. One is a personally

selected list of fixed position binaries and binaries with well-determined orbits,

and the other contains all binaries with published orbits. Both are derived from

the web site of the Washington Double Star Library. The spreadsheets give the

position angle and separation of the binaries for any entered time by taking

advantage of Excel’s built in iteration function to solve Kepler’s transcendental

equation.

1. Background

When I first arrived at the Starfire Optical Range (SOR) in 1991 as the first true

astronomer, it became apparent that there was a need for a list of binary stars for calibrating

the emerging high angular resolution astronomy technique of adaptive optics (AO) being

developed at the SOR under Bob Fugate. I turned to the resources of the Washington

Double Star (WDS) Catalog (http://ad.usno.navy.mil/wds/) maintained by the United

States Naval Observatory which keeps various lists of binary stars. Initially, I formed a

list for the 1.5 m telescope, the main telescope at the time, which because of its small

aperture required rather bright stars. That catalogue of Bright Binaries was developed

by hand-picking through the lists of the WDS to find wide and close bright binaries with

equal and unequal magnitude differences between components. At the separations we were

dealing with, binaries with known orbits were the best choices for calibrating our system

since their orbits could be used to predict their orientation and separation, and otherwise

the components might move with respect to each other over the course of years or even

months. My lists carried predicted appearances over a ten year period, but only for one

date per year.
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Eventually, I turned the local Bright Binary Catalogue into an Excel Spreadsheet when

I discovered a feature that solved transcendental equations by self- or circular-referencing

cells. This allowed me to produce a spreadsheet that would calculate the appearance for

any binary system with an orbit for any date entered. At the heart of using published orbits

to predict positions and distances of components is the solution of Kepler’s transcendental

equation:

E − e sin E = m ,

where m is the mean anomaly (angle), e is the eccentricity, and E is the desired eccentric

anomaly. It is clear that E has to be found by iterating, a capability in Excel Spreadsheets.

Entering the orbital elements (usually in hidden rows or columns in my spreadsheets), and

then using the iterative feature of self-referencing cells, allows the complete calculation of

predicted binary star positions.

Since others may find these useful, I offer two spreadsheets, Calibration Binaries and

All Binaries with Orbits. The first, containing 398 pairs, evolved from my original files, and

the second, with 2192 entries, is simply all binaries with published orbits as listed in the

Sixth Catalog of Orbits of Visual Binaries at the WDS. A Foreword is the first page of each,

and should be read before using, although simply entering the time, date, and longitude

and latitude is all that is needed to calculate predicted positions. Both sets of Spreadsheets

are discussed below, and are available from me at afrl.rds.workflow@kirtland.af.mil. While

the aim is to provide precise position angles and separations with these spreadsheets, the

magnitudes and magnitude differences of the stars are only provided as a guide. No claim

is made for photometric accuracy, since it can be quite difficult to measure relative binary

star magnitudes for close pairs.

2. Calibration Binaries

Originally called Bright Binaries, this spreadsheet is composed of six sheets. The

first four list my personally culled list of binaries, either those with good orbits or those

that are fixed – showing little apparent motion between components. For the latter

I simply extrapolate any motion from the first measurements (often back to the time

of the Revolutionary War), through the latest, to the time entered in the spreadsheet.

These four sheets contain all binaries north of Declination −20, with separations between

0.15′′and 10′′, having a combined V magnitude brighter than 5.0, and no more than a four

magnitude difference between components. The magnitude constraints limit the faintest

equal component theoretical binary pair to two 5.75 magnitude stars, and the faintest

possible star being a 9.0 magnitude component attached to a 5.0 magnitude primary. The
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fifth sheet (Others) contains the calibration list from the WDS, less the stars that appear

on the first four sheets. Thus, Sheet 5 is a hodge-podge of binaries with reasonably well

known orbits. And finally, additional binaries can be entered on Sheet 6.

3. All Binaries with Orbits

Using the Sixth Catalog of Orbits of Visual Binaries from the WDS, the second

spreadsheet is one long compilation of all binaries with published orbits, no matter how

accurate. There are no restrictions on Declination or magnitudes. While many are not

necessarily suitable for calibration, measuring a dozen or more of these should fulfill the

purpose of calibration.

4. Afterword

A word of warning is due here. Some of the objects in these lists may prove to be poor

calibrators because they may soon be ’off-orbit’. In other cases I may have exhibited poor

judgement, or even been erroneous, in including some of them. It is always prudent to make

many observations of several stars, and fearlessly eliminate outliers.

While I take no real credit for any advancement in double star work, other than

pointing out Excel’s Spreadsheet iteration capability, the keepers of the Washing Double

Star Library should be recognized for their important work: Brian D. Mason, Gary L.

Wycoff, and William I. Hartkopf. Much more data and information is available at the

WDS, and the keepers there are more than willing to provide assistance for interested users.
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Screen Capture of ‘Wide, Unequal Binaries’ sheet. Notice the other sheets along the

bottom.
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Screen Capture of ‘Sixth Catalog of Orbits of Visual Binaries’ sheet. Unlike the

Calibration Binaries spreadsheet, date, time, longitude, and latitude are entered on the last

sheet, which also contains all of the orbital elements in hidden cells.


